Micro-X is a proposed sounding rocket experiment that will combine a transition-edge-sensor X-ray-microcalorimeter array with a conical imaging mirror to obtain high-spectral-resolution images of extended and point X-ray sources. We describe the payload and the science targeted by this mission including the discussion of three possible Micro-X targets: the Puppis A supernova remnant, the Virgo Cluster, and Circinus X-1. For example, a Micro-X observation of the bright eastern knot of Puppis A will obtain a line-dominated spectrum with 90,000 counts collected in 300 seconds at 2 eV resolution across the 0.3-2.5 keV band. Micro-X will utilize plama diagnostics to determine the thermodynamic and ionization state of the plasma, to search for line shifts and broadening associated with dynamical processes, and seek evidence of ejecta enhancement. For clusters of galaxies, Micro-X can uniquely study turbulence and the temperature distribution function. For binaries, Micro-X's high resolution spectra will separate the different processes contributing to the Fe K lines at 6 keV and give a clear view of the geometry of the gas flows and circumstellar gas.
INTRODUCTION

The promise of imaging, high resolution X-ray spectroscopy remains unfulfilled. The unfortunate loss of the Suzaku X-ray Spectrometer (XRS) and the delay of Constellation-X leaves the X-ray astronomy community without a certain prospect of fulfilling the original AXAF scientific objectives for many years. The Japanese New X-ray Telescope (NeXT) mission is the most likely next advance, but its launch date is still uncertain. The lack of flight opportunities is especially frustrating given the technical readiness of X-ray microcalorimeters. We propose to fill this gap in scientific capability with Micro-X, a sounding rocket payload that combines an X-ray microcalorimeter with an imaging mirror to offer breakthrough science from high spectral resolution observations
Micro-X will consist of a Transition Edge Sensor (TES) microcalorimeter array at the focus of a flight-proven conical imaging mirror. Progress in the last decade now allows routine fabrication of microcalorimeter arrays with energy resolutions from 2.5-4.7 eV FWHM reported by various groups;
1, 2 these approach the theoretical resolutions of 1-2 eV. Figure 1) . The 77% fill factor is adequate for our observations. We will prevent X-ray interaction in the electrical leads and silicon structure through use of a mask. 
Our scientific program will initially focus on extended sources, for which high-spectral-resolution, wide-energybandwith observations were hitherto impossible. For supernova remnants the Micro-X objectives are to utilize numerous plasma diagnostics to determine the thermodynamic and ionization state of the plasma, to search for line shifts and broadening associated with dynamical processes, and seek evidence of ejecta enhancement. For clusters of galaxies, Micro-X can uniquely study turbulence and the temperature distribution function. For our initial flight, we will observe the bright eastern knot in the Puppis
THE MICRO-X PAYLOAD
Readout Electronics
We will read out the detector array using a NIST time-division SQUID multiplexer. 
Cryogenic Systems
The Micro-X ADR cryogenic system will be based on the very successful X-ray Quantum Calorimeter (XQC) sounding rocket refrigerator. 9, 10 The Micro-X cryostat will be substantially similar to the XQC system. Some modifications are required by the TES detector system that complicate the cryostat design, but at the same time the more restricted field of view of the Micro-X instrument make some parts of the design simpler. The biggest challenge in the Micro-X cryogenic design is to provide near-zero magnetic field regions in the instrument around the TES detectors and the SQUID amplifiers. We will design an optimal, staged magnetic isolation system for the detectors and amplifiers. Local superconducting shields will be designed for the detector system and SQUIDS that minimize the susceptibility to trap flux. 
Mirror and optical bench
SCIENCE WITH MICRO-X
Much of the detailed physics of astronomical sources is accessible only through spectroscopy. In particular a wide variety of kinematic, temperature, ionization, density and abundance diagnostics are available only at moderate to high spectral resolution (E/dE = R > 20). Such data have long been available at optical and radio wavelengths, but only the latest generation of missions have made them available to X-ray astronomers. Besides H and He, all of the abundant elements produce X-ray emission--in particular, the K-shell transitions of C through Fe, as well as the L-shell transitions of Si through Fe, and the M shell transitions of Fe and Ni. Cosmic X-ray spectra can therefore be quite rich, with a multitude of spectral lines conveying fundamental physical information. In contrast to spectra at other wavebands, a single X-ray spectrum can include all the extremes
For high spectral resolution data, the technique of plasma diagnostics provides a means for unraveling the plasma conditions in a relatively model-free manner. The key requirement is the ability to measure fluxes of individual X-ray lines in order to place physical constraints on the emitting plasma. By using ratios of line fluxes, uncertainties in the distance to the source are eliminated. By taking pairs of lines of similar energy from the same ion, uncertainties in column density are minimized, and plasma temperatures may be constrained. Lines from different ionization states provide information on ionization balance, and lines from different elements provide abundance information.
For point sources, the Chandra and XMM-Newton grating spectrometers have amply demonstrated the power of R > 20 spectroscopy. 11 The results include measuring precise chemical abundances in stellar coronae, 12 solidifying the cooling flow mystery in clusters of galaxies 13 and discovering massive outflowing winds in active galaxies. 14 Figure 6 ).
The Micro-X mission as proposed is designed to obtain high resolution data that will help to answer such questions for the brightest large extended objects in the sky, and restore some of the science lost to Suzaku. Here With an upgrade of the mirror to achieve 100 cm 2 of effective area at 6 keV, high resolution studies of 6 keV emission from accretion disks around compact objects can be undertaken.
Galactic Supernova Remnants
The highest priority candidate for the initial Micro-X observation is the Bright Eastern Knot region of the Puppis A supernova remnant (Figure 4) . Puppis A is a bright Galactic supernova remnant that was the target of one of the earliest successful high-resolution spectral observations with the Einstein Focal Plane Crystal Spectrometer. 17, 18 These observations were of limited energy range and sensitivity, however, and the spectral resolution of this dispersive instrument was compromised by the large angular scale of the X-ray emission. Figure 5 . Simulation of the integrated Puppis A spectrum assuming 300 sec observation by Micro-X with 2 eV resolution. There are 92,900 counts in this simulation. The effective area curve used for this simulation, which includes mirror, filters, and detector efficiencies is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 5 . The model in Figure 5 
As a middle-aged remnant, Puppis A straddles the division between young objects that are totally dominated by their supernova debris, or ejecta, and older remnants that have lost all trace of their ejecta. Despite a rather advanced estimated age of 4000 years, it contains both optical and X-ray evidence for supernova ejecta. However,
it is also very strongly shaped by its interactions with a complex interstellar environment. The Bright Eastern Knot (BEK) region of Puppis A is the brightest, and perhaps most complex example of these interactions, with multiple shocked clouds plus evidence for ejecta enrichment in its vicinity.
The main science goals of the Micro-X observation are first to unravel the kinematic, temperature, and ionization characteristics of the cloud-shock interactions at the BEK, and second to address the issue of ejecta enrichment of the X-ray emitting gas. Crucial to both of these efforts will be ascertaining the temperature distribution of the X-ray emitting gas. This is important for understanding ejecta enrichment because multitemperature gas can mimic enriched abundances in lower resolution spectra if too simple a temperature structure is assumed. A simulated 300 s observation with a 14.4 arcmin field of view at the BEK is shown in
is a three-temperature nonequilibrium ionization thermal model that approximates the integrated spectrum of a smaller field centered at the BEK observed with Chandra, and is scaled to the Micro-X field of view using the X-ray images obtained with the ROSAT X-ray Observatory.
Plasma Conditions and Shocked Clouds
The high quality of the Micro-X spectrum will provide a detailed look at the plasma conditions in Puppis A. Chandra observations indicate a rather complex temperature structure in the BEK region. 19 With 2 eV energy resolution, we will be able to diagnose the temperature structure in the X-ray emitting gas by identifying the Fe L lines that are present in the spectrum. 
forbidden, and intercombination triplet in He-like ions, as well as low ion species that may contribute a lowenergy component to the main He-like blends and Fe XVI inner-shell transitions that may be visible near Fe XVII lines.
In addition to temperature and ionization information, another important diagnostic of the cloud-shock interactions will be given by the line profiles. A cloud that has encountered a shock will subsequently be torn apart by hydrodynamic instabilities. 20 Chandra identified the inner region of the BEK to be a cloud that is in an advanced phase of this very process; 19 indeed it is the only identified astrophysical example of such a mature cloud-shock interaction to date. Line energy shifts and line widths will be imprinted by these turbulent processes. The Micro-X energy resolution and high signal to noise data will allow measurement of turbulent velocities down to ±10 km/s, which is the statistical resolution of our data, though systematic effects (due to calibration and gain uncertainties) may be a factor of 2 larger.
Because the BEK is a clump (or clumps) of interstellar material being overtaken by the shock, it is a promising region to find neutral material, and thus to observe the spectral signatures of charge exchange reactions. In its simplest form, astrophysical charge exchange (CEX) is the radiationless transfer of an electron from a neutral atom (usually H or He) to a highly charged ion, with subsequent emission of an X-ray photon as the transferred electron decays to the ground state. In the case of CEX between bare ions and neutral atoms, the high-n transitions are considerably stronger than in the case of collisional excitation, 21 resulting in anomalous Lyman series line intensity ratios. Such distinct spectral signatures make it possible to identify CEX and distinguish it from emission from a collisional equilibrium plasma, or one dominated by radiative recombination. The strength of the spectral signature can then be used to quantify the amount of neutral gas present, and the relative line intensities (in the case of CEX involving bare ions) used to determine the relative collision speed between the ions and neutrals.
Despite its large cross-section, the normally low abundance of neutral material generally prevents CEX from having a significant effect on the X-ray spectrum for supernova shocks in the sense of modifying the cooling power or total X-ray flux. 22 
CEX would be enhanced, however, by turbulent mixing such as would occur when the shock interacts with a dense interstellar cloud as at the BEK. The general problem of how mixing occurs in a shock-cloud interaction is vital to understanding shock-induced star formation but is also difficult to model. Measurements (or limits) on the amount of CEX emission present in an actual shocked cloud would test such models in a new regime.
Oxygen Enhancement
An enduring question surrounding Puppis A is the identification of X-ray emitting ejecta. Although the X-ray brightest features in the Puppis
Clusters of Galaxies
High resolution X-ray spectroscopy is crucial for understanding the interplay between the complex physical processes occurring at the cores of clusters of galaxies. These include rapid radiative cooling, star formation, AGN-induced feedback, and turbulence. Since this same ensemble of phenomena governs the formation of galaxies and of stars in galaxies, cluster cores serve as astrophysical laboratories with broad fundamental application. The range of temperatures is unambiguously determined and a sophisticated analysis using constraints from higher angular resolution imaging spectroscopy should enable the first substantial progress toward quantifying in detail how the thermal structure departs from that expected for a simple cooling flow. Micro-X will make important and unique contributions to the study of clusters of galaxies and will complement the existing data sets from our current orbiting X-ray observatories.
X-ray Binaries
In spite of much study, understanding of the geometry of the gas flows and circumstellar gas in X-ray binaries remains uncertain. Many of the fundamental issues can only be disentangled via high resolution spectroscopy, 31 particularly of the Fe K complex, the strongest spectral feature in these objects. It is difficult to perform these observations using the Chandra gratings due to the effects of detector pulse pile-up 
CONCLUSION
The scientific potential of the X-ray microcalorimeter for revealing high-precision spectral diagnostics is still largely unfulfilled. Although physically modest compared with Constellation-X or NeXT, the Micro-X payload will go a long way toward providing valuable experience and solutions to the practical problems of deploying TES microcalorimeters in space. By confronting the real issues of producing the payload and flying it, we will achieve a flight TES array, robust and compact electronics unique to these sensors, and obtain astrophysically rich data with a TES microcalorimeter. The science return from this mission, as described in this paper, will be substantial. Micro-X will obtain the first imaging X-ray microcalorimeter spectra from astrophysical objects, give the community a sampling of what future orbiting mission will accomplish, and serve as a pathfinder for Constellation-X.
